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Starting points of our project

the joy of reading 

and writing stories

communicative 

language teaching

the differentiated 

classroom

playful learning
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Fanfiction

“writing that continues, interrupts, 

reimagines, or just riffs on stories 

and characters other people have 

already written about.”

(Jamison, 2013 p. 17) 
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Fanfiction

“Fanfiction is a story written by a 

person in the fandom because 

breaking into the creator’s office 

and telling them that everything 

that they did is wrong and rewriting 

it is considered ‘rude’ and ‘illegal’.”

(Fanfiction reported in Klink, 2017)

Trudy George on Pinterest, original image from topbuzz.com 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/8725793013813066/
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Some fanfiction genres

▪ Ficlet (drabbles, 221Bs)

▪ Fix-it Fic

▪ Prequel/sequel

▪ Missing moment

▪ Alternate POV

▪ Racebending or gender-bending

▪ Fusion (e.g. Holmes goes to Hogwarts)

▪ Alternate Universe (Coffee Shop AU, 
Omegaverse)

▪ Remixing (rewriting another fanwork in a 
different style)

▪ Roleplay (e.g. on Twitter or in a blog)

More about these genres: 

https://youtu.be/YJUnELe6viI?t=422

https://youtu.be/YJUnELe6viI?t=422
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Fanfiction in ‘the digital wilds’
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Multilingual storytelling
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Interactive fanfiction

https://bit.ly/2Xw2cD3

https://bit.ly/2Xw2cD3
https://bit.ly/2Xw2cD3
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Fanfiction

Multilingualism

Interactive 

fiction

Tele-

collaboration

FanTALES: from the digital wilds to language education
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Creative storytelling
and collaborative learning
in the classroom

• fandoms

• flashfiction
FOCUS 

ON FUN

• storytelling 
techniques

• character
development

FOCUS 
ON TEXT

• writer and
reader

• choices

FOCUS 
ON 

INTER-
ACTION
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Ideal for the differentiated classroom!

▪ a multilingual component in your story? Use the potential in your class

▪ enthusiastic fans (students AND teachers) motivate the group!

▪ different levels are not an obstacle to write a part of a story

▪ collaboration: everybody can contribute!
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Gamers become writers and readers!

▪ Students choose the universe of a Playstation game 
▪ or select characters from a game series for their story

▪ Very interesting universes:
▪ e.g. Classic Greece (Assassin’s Creed Odyssey)

▪ Victorian London (Assassin’s Creed Syndicate)

▪ The jungle & boardgame rules (Jumanji)
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Enjoying fanfiction in the classroom
FOCUS ON FUN

Some ‘fan-input’ from the teacher:

▪ setting is a crime scene from ‘Sherlock Holmes’

▪ ‘fuse’ with an absurd Monty Python sketch
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Enjoying fanfiction in the classroom
- Fan-input from the students: use the cards!
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Enjoying fanfiction in the classroom
- Fan-input from the students: use the cards!
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Sherlock Holmes and the unexpected assailant

Sherlock and Dr.Watson arrived at the scene. A laundry shop in      Location was the 
last place where they would expect a crime such as this. It was horrible!

- My God, Watson, what have they done to this man!

- Apparently he has been attacked by someone armed with        Object , Sir.

- Don’t be the wiseguy, my dear Watson, leave that to me, that’s what my fans expect in 
this story. So let me think, apparently he has been attacked by someone armed with …                                         

Object !

- Brilliant thinking, Sir. But there’s also a witness. She heard some screaming and saw a 
man running away. She’s over there. Her name is  Character .

- Character ? That name brings back some memories. I knew a   Character
once, my dear Watson, but she was a strange woman: always wanted to be center stage 
and have the last word. I mean, can you imagine?

- I certainly can’t, Sir. Must be hard to work with. Let’s see what she has to say.
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Sherlock Holmes and the unexpected assailant

Sherlock and Dr.Watson arrived at the scene. A laundry shop in Erembodegem was the 
last place where they would expect a crime such as this. It was horrible!

- My God, Watson, what have they done to this man!

- Apparently he has been attacked by someone armed with a souvenir mug of the royal 
wedding of Harry and Meghan, Sir.

- Don’t be the wiseguy, my dear Watson, leave that to me, that’s what my fans expect in 
this story. So let me think, apparently he has been attacked by someone armed with … 
a souvenir mug of the royal wedding of Harry and Meghan!

- Brilliant thinking, Sir. But there’s also a witness. She heard some screaming and saw a 
man running away. She’s over there. Her name is Rachel.

- Rachel? That name brings back some memories. I knew a Rachel once, my dear 
Watson, but she was a strange woman: always wanted to be center stage and have the 
last word. I mean, can you imagine?

- I certainly can’t, Sir. Must be hard to work with. Let’s see what she has to say.
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Sherlock Holmes and the unexpected assailant

But when they approached the girl, she looked up and started screaming: ‘Look out!!’

Holmes and Watson turned around and a man was running towards them, armed with 
a piece of fresh fruit, screaming ‘Make America great again!’ Holmes reacted quickly and 
hit the man with the souvenir mug of the royal wedding of Harry and Meghan that was 
lying on the ground. The man fell down and didn’t move anymore.

- So, my dear Watson, where were we…
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Enjoying fanfiction in the classroom
FOCUS ON TEXT

Students work with a literary text: e.g. a short story, (an extract of) a novel, a scene 

from a play, a fairy tale

- Teacher introduces the genre and

the text

- Students choose a classic fairy tale

- Pairwork: students agree on one

fandom that they will fuse with the

original fairy tale: only the structure

of the tale is kept ;-)
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Enjoying fanfiction in the classroom
FOCUS ON INTERACTION

▪ interactive text

▪ choices
▪ preference

▪ directional

▪ exploratory

▪ ethical

▪ …

▪ interaction between the writer and 
the reader
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How to make interactive fiction

From: The FanTALES Group (2020). Interactive storytelling tutorial for Twine. FanTALES Project Publication, Leuven. Available from https://www.fantales.eu/materials/

https://www.fantales.eu/materials/
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Story templates are the way to go
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My students’ first try:
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It wasn’t even a story 
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…and too many choices!
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So they learnt how to describe a scene
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…and rewrote their story
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Enjoying fanfiction in the classroom
FOCUS ON INTERACTION

▪ VR in the classroom!

▪ Low-budget

▪ Students act in a crime scene 
and hide clues for the reader
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May the story be with you!

▪ Learn more about our project outcomes

▪ Try out our lesson ideas !
▪ FUN 101 - Flashfiction in the classroom

▪ TEXT 102 - An unexpected fairy tale

▪ INTERACTION 201 - It’s not easy to be a bank robber

▪Contact us via info@fantales.eu

mailto:info@fantales.eu
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SzSQsr-8i_9NE_J0wB1x2RIe__GMHqcn?usp=sharing
https://www.fantales.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/FanTALES-outcomes-web.pdf

